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Government of the District of Columbia 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B  
 
 

By Electronic Mail  

 

September 28, 2022 

 

Everett Lott, Director 

District Department of Transportation 

250 M Street, SE 

Washington, DC 20003 

 

RE:  Requesting Additional Information and Action regarding DDOT’s June 27, 2022, 

Presentation to Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B 

 

Dear Director Lott: 

 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B, at a duly noticed public meeting, with a quorum being 

the “majority of the total number of commissioner positions currently filled in Commission 4B,” at 

its September 28, 2022, meeting voted with _ Yeas, _ Nays, and _ Abstentions to send this 

letter to the District Department of Transportation requesting additional information and action 

following the Department’s June 27, 2022, presentation to the Commission.  

 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B strongly supports Mayor Muriel Bowser’s Vision Zero 

efforts to ensure zero fatalities and serious injuries to users of the District’s transportation 

systems and has consistently acted to further these goals. Commissioners have worked 

collaboratively in seeking holistic traffic safety infrastructure improvements across Advisory 

Neighborhood Commission 4B. While the Commission has had notable successes, the 

Commission continues to face challenges and seeks greater communication, coordination, and 

collaboration with the District Department of Transportation.  

 

In that effort, the Commission repeatedly invited Director Lott to Commission meetings to 

discuss systemic and process challenges, as well as to share Commissioner viewpoints and 

solutions. After several months of declined invitations, the Commission was very grateful for 

Deputy Director Sharon Kershbaum’s meaningful participation during a lengthy discussion at the 

Commission’s June 27, 2022, meeting. At that meeting the Commission discussed the following 

topics with Deputy Director Kershbaum: 
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• High Turnover of DDOT Community Engagement Specialists 

• Lack of Transparency and Action for Traffic Safety Investigation Requests 

• Difficulties with Traffic Safety Investigation Dashboard 

• Closure of 311 Requests Without Action 

• Lack of Responses to ANC Resolutions and Changing Standards for ANC Requests 

• Inability to Seek Action on Neighborhood-Wide Traffic Calming 

• Hardening of Short-Term Traffic Safety Infrastructure 

• Placement and Replacement of Traffic Signs 

• Sidewalk Gaps and Repairs 

• Specific Outstanding Requests – Commission Resolutions, Traffic Safety Investigations; 

311 Requests 

 

The Commission submits the following requests for additional information and action. In 

submitting these requests, the Commission reiterates the points raised in the following 

Commission Letters: 

 

• Letter regarding Oversight of the District Department of Transportation (Jan. 24, 2022) 

(noting the Department’s lack of consistent communication and spotty adherence to its 

own procedures and proposals); 

• Letter of Inquiry: Requesting Underlying Data and Results of Traffic Safety Assessments 

Throughout Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B (Nov. 22, 2021) (seeking fulsome 

information regarding traffic safety assessments to have a complete record regarding the 

Commission’s work with the traffic safety assessment process, to ensure transparency 

regarding the Department’s traffic calming efforts, and to better understand and be able 

to provide feedback); and 

• Letter of Inquiry: Documenting District Department of Transportation’s Lack of Response 

to Commission Resolutions (Nov. 22, 2021) (detailing official Commission action that 

had not received a response from the Department). 

 

311 Procedures & Service Level Agreement Timelines 

 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B continues to have concerns regarding 311 and the 

District Department of Transportation’s provision of city services, whether it is the proper 

classification of requests, what services are included within 311, the closure of requests without 

action, or service level agreement timelines. The Commission understands these challenges 

relate to more than one agency and will require coordination between the Department and the 

District Office of Unified Communications. 

 

The Commission previously sent a Letter to the DC Council with feedback on the District Office 

of Unified Communication’s 311 for City Services (Feb. 28, 2022), recommending an audit of 

the system, including timelines that reflect priorities in terms of delivery of city services. In May 

2021, Commissioners across DC sent a Letter to the Department requesting that the 

Department similarly assess its service level agreement timelines, noting “scheduled response 

times are swift for certain roadway services – 3 business days to address a pothole – but 

https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=6QlKtqZpGMoRBBzaHzUGrw==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=6c8U+OJaOpY63Vun3dc36Q==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=kEdSH7pa7GPsJkyWEbHeTw==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=ZQ+M5Gfd54TRmnZOXiQ/ag==
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Iez3rUffbDMcUZVDN_uQ4c_DLRzsqNierHtFIOFooN4/edit
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provide an extended timeline for other essential traffic safety measures – 130 business days for 

roadway signs, 270 business days for roadway striping/marking, 270 business days for sidewalk 

repair, and 130 business days for traffic safety investigations (plus an undetermined amount of 

time for potential implementation).” Director Lott has indicated at another Commission’s meeting 

last fall that these service level agreement timelines would be reconsidered, but no additional 

information has been provided. 

 

The Commission understands from Deputy Director Kershbaum that a service request is closed 

and a new request is generated when a Department work order is created. This process creates 

confusion and reduces transparency and accountability, as it is easy to lose track of multiple 

request numbers and there are no stated timelines for implementation. A singular request 

number that covers investigation and implementation would be easier to monitor.  

 

Deputy Director Kershbaum also noted the equity challenges with 311 requests because some 

communities and individuals have the capacity to more readily and voluminously submit 

requests. As Commissioners know, fewer 311 requests does not inherently mean there is less 

need for city services in a specific neighborhood. The Department requires a mechanism to 

address equity in its provision of city services that is proactive and accounts for underserved 

communities.  

 

Please provide information regarding the District Department of Transportation’s efforts to 

consider and modify service level agreement timelines to best reflect citywide priorities and 

needs. That information should include how timelines are calculated and what they include 

(inspection, implementation, etc.) and give consideration to the need for transparency and 

accountability as to completion of the work itself. Advisory Commission 4B requests that the 

Department create a mechanism to ensure equity in the provision of city services via 311 and 

communicate that mechanism to Advisory Neighborhood Commissions. 

 

Traffic Safety Investigation Requests 

 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B has acted diligently and consistently in seeking traffic 

calming and infrastructure, including through traffic safety assessments / investigations. The 

Commission played a heavy role in providing feedback on the previous traffic safety 

assessment process, which contributed to recent changes and the newer traffic safety 

investigation process. The transition to traffic safety investigations – which are functionally 311 

requests – have proven challenging for the Commission.  

 

Pushing the traffic safety assessment process into a 311 system might provide greater 

opportunity and ease for residents to submit requests, but the new traffic safety investigation 

process removes the Commission’s ability to meaningfully track and advocate holistically on 

traffic safety and infrastructure due to a greater lack of transparency. Notably, while the 

Department provides “courtesy notice” to Commissioners for vertical traffic calming and notices 

of intent for modification of traffic or parking requirements, it does not provide information when 

requests are denied (which occurs frequently). The Department can close out or take minimal 
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action on requests without providing any information or context to the relevant Commission or 

individual who submitted the request. For requests that do not result in vertical traffic calming or 

modification of traffic or parking requirements, Commissioners receive no outreach. 

Commissioners are instead required to track resident 311 requests via a database with limited 

and often unhelpful information about the underlying issues associated with the request. The 

Commission is being deprived information needed to advocate for traffic calming within the 

Commission area. 

 

In addition, the traffic safety investigation process has resulted in near-immediate closures of 

requests based on a limited interpretation of the remedy sought. Residents and Commissioners 

are often using their best judgement in requesting a fix to a traffic safety challenge, but are 

generally not traffic safety engineers. If a resident requests flex posts but the Department 

determines flex posts are not possible, a request is closed, for example. The Commission 

strongly believes there needs to be broader consideration of the challenge and possible 

solutions.  

 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B requests that the District Department of Transportation 

remain in regular communication with the Commission about modifications to its traffic safety 

investigation process. The Commission seeks additional transparency around traffic safety 

investigation requests – including those without action – such as details regarding the 

underlying request, data gathered and other information regarding the Department’s 

investigation, and justification for the action taken (or lack of action), as well as a process by 

which the Department will consider broader traffic calming (ideally, via Advisory Neighborhood 

Commission Resolutions) (see below). The Commission strongly desires a process that the 

Department interprets broadly so that requests are not closed based on a resident’s or 

Commissioner’s lack of specific traffic engineering background and in the spirit of fixing a traffic 

safety problem however possible. 

 

Lack of Response to Commission Action & Neighborhood-Wide Traffic Calming 

 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B – working with the support of its Vision Zero Committee 

– has regularly sent Resolutions outlining lists of locations it believes warrant a particular 

treatment or a broad stretch of road that needs traffic calming infrastructure. This process allows 

the Commission to act more expeditiously and effectively in identifying multiple locations or 

focusing on a broader area within the Commission’s boundaries. Yet the District Department of 

Transportation routinely ignores those requests, responding that the Department will only act via 

individual 311 submissions. We are left to ponder the role or value of the Commission at all. 

 

Below is a list of some of the Commission’s Resolutions seeking broader consideration of traffic 

calming: 

 

• Resolution 4B-22-0401: Calling for Meaningful Consideration of Traffic Safety 

Investigation Requests and Traffic Calming Infrastructure Along 5th Street, NW (Apr. 25, 

2022) (“The District Department of Transportation’s responses to traffic calming requests 

https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=dvHJV/Fku/tsLiALO+Wn1w==
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along 5th Street, NW, between Cedar Street, NW, and Missouri Avenue, NW, are a 

prime example of the lack of meaningful consideration of and action on traffic calming 

infrastructure within the Commission area.”) 

• Resolution 4B-21-1001: Calling for Crosswalk and Intersection Improvements Within 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B (Oct. 25, 2021) (requesting crosswalk striping, 

raised crosswalks, and curb extensions throughout the Commission area) 

• Resolution 4B-21-1002: Calling for Street Sign Replacement & Visibility Throughout 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B (Oct. 25, 2021) (requesting proper signage at 

several locations; noting significant delays in addressing missing, dilapidated, and faded 

street signs; and requesting a plan to audit and replace missing, dilapidated, and faded 

street signs) 

• Resolution 4B-21-0701: Petitioning for Priority Sidewalk Installations within Advisory 

Neighborhood Commission 4B (July 26, 2021) (requesting the District Department of 

Transportation promptly address sidewalk gaps and make public its list of priority 

sidewalk gaps) 

• Letter of Inquiry: Follow-Up on Outstanding ANC 4B Speed Hump Requests (July 26, 

2021) (requesting full list of speed hump requests, their status, and a detailed timeframe 

for installation) 

• Resolution 4B-21-0501: Calling for All-Way Stop Signs within Advisory Neighborhood 

Commission 4B (May 24, 2021) (requesting all-way stop signs at several intersections 

within the Commission area) 

• Letter Requesting Traffic Safety Improvements on Aspen Street, NW (May 24, 2021) 

(requesting meaningful consideration of all available traffic calming measures along 

Aspen Street, NW, and implementation of measures, where appropriate, to ensure the 

safety of all road users) 

• Follow-Up Letter of Inquiry: Commercial Vehicles on Residential Roads (April 26, 2021) 

(noting “there is no meaningful way for Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B or 

residents to report and seek enforcement for commercial vehicles on residential roads 

and there are no mechanisms in place to slow or discourage commercial vehicle cut-

through traffic” and asking for details regarding steps to prevent prohibited commercial 

vehicle traffic) 

• Letter Requesting Additional Traffic Safety Improvements on Butternut Street, NW (Oct. 

26, 2020) (requesting details regarding all available traffic calming options, the 

Department’s assessment of every option, and any data collected along Butternut Street, 

NW) 

• Resolution 4B-20-0601: Requesting Traffic Calming and Safety Measures on Piney 

Branch Road, NW, from Eastern Avenue, NW, to Georgia Avenue, NW (June 22, 2020) 

(calling for extensive traffic calming along Piney Branch Road, NW) 

• Letter of Inquiry: Use of Heavy Trucks on Aspen St, NW, and Other Residential Streets 

(June 25, 2019) (noting numerous complaints from residents within the Commission’s 

boundaries about the travel of heavy trucks on residential streets with posted signage 

limiting vehicles that have greater than 1 ¼ ton capacity) 

 

https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=EDL4wnlD8Dg9AVGoLQx0wg==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=r6cJqMFzVwzql8FfXBK0XA==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=+r/EOtdfw7V3+eVwLilO2g==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=ySzfjWaeJlSYPPBxO3U++w==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=bHSOrBonsRXsL6TpnQf8yg==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=e6CqZQwjN+qsjnwUk3XuQw==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=z6fjidX2QKX97qACaHDsJg==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=TPE9e81bwBc5k5IU9aRh3g==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=zV31mOXhwFCJWr1Hjl2thw==
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=tFGGsc1Fnpp5quMiRZySfw==
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Notably, the Department has not submitted any responses to these Resolutions to the ANC 

Resolution Portal (see below). 

 

The process of submitting Resolutions regarding the broader Commission area, larger stretches 

of roadway, and multiple individual locations within the Commission area allows the 

Commission to act more expeditiously and effectively. Yet the District Department of 

Transportation does not appear capable of or interested in responding to these requests. If the 

Commission receives a response at all, Commissioners are told to go back and enter dozens of 

individual 311 requests. This is neither feasible nor practicable, nor does it reflect the reality of 

traffic calming in our communities in which problems are often not confined to discrete 

geographic points.  

 

Please provide information regarding the mechanism by which Advisory Neighborhood 

Commissions can submit neighborhood-wide requests for traffic calming infrastructure – 

including multiple individual locations or a broad stretch of road. While Advisory Neighborhood 

Commission 4B would presume that formal action by a commission would be sufficient for 

neighborhood-level traffic calming, the Commission’s requests by resolution have been ignored 

or instructed to be moved to 311 requests, which is neither feasible nor appropriate. 

 

Responses to Official ANC Action 

 

Deputy Director Kershbaum indicated that formal Commission action will receive an 

acknowledgement within ten days and a formal response within 60 days that will be posted to 

the ANC Resolution Portal. As Commissioners noted during the Commission’s June 27, 2022, 

meeting, while the Commission has received more acknowledgements, it has not received 

acknowledgments to every formal Commission action and rarely receives formal responses. 

Any formal responses received are rarely, if ever, posted to the ANC Resolution Portal. 

 

As Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B has noted elsewhere, Commissions citywide lack 

centralized infrastructure and supports, including with regard to recordkeeping. The Commission 

has diligently relied on and submitted official Commission action to the ANC Resolution Portal. 

and requests that the District Department of Transportation always respond to official 

Commission Action via the ANC Resolution Portal. In light of the lack of centralized 

recordkeeping, turnover of Commissioners, and changing boundaries and Commissioners due 

to redistricting, posting Department responses to the Portal is essential for transparency. 

 

Please timely post all formal responses to official Advisory Neighborhood Commission action on 

the ANC Resolution Portal. 

 

Installation, Maintenance & Hardening of Projects 

 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B appreciates the District Department of Transportation’s 

emphasis on installation of short- and medium-term projects, as noted by Deputy Director 

Kershbaum. The Commission, however, continues to struggle with aspects of installation, 

https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/Documents.aspx
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/Documents.aspx
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/Documents.aspx
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/Documents.aspx
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/Documents.aspx
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/Documents.aspx
https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/Documents.aspx
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maintenance, and hardening of projects. With regard to installation, the Commission has 

observed that signage is often installed well after striping and other roadway changes, which 

has created significant confusion and lowered support for projects that the community otherwise 

desires. Project installations often require Commissioner “oversight” and engagement to ensure 

that they are built according to plan and that the Department delivers all the promised portions 

of a project. Often, project changes are made through an opaque process. 

 

Deputy Director Kershbaum recognized what all Commissioners and residents know: flex posts 

and pylons are “imperfect.” They are regularly knocked down, sometimes almost immediately. 

The Commission supports these installations and their positive safety impacts, but also notes 

that maintenance is essential to ensure the continued positive safety impacts. Like the section 

above regarding 311 requests, pushing maintenance onto Commissioners and residents via 311 

requests creates significant equity issues when the Department could plan for a routine 

maintenance schedule instead.  

 

Finally, the Commission urges and would benefit from the Department establishing a plan and 

standards for hardening short- and mid-term projects. Understanding what projects are 

prioritized for hardening and why is essential to Commission-level advocacy and making sure 

these projects provide maximum safety benefits. The Commission is eager to advocate for the 

funding and resources necessary to install and maintain short- and mid-term traffic safety 

infrastructure projects, as well as hardening those projects when and where appropriate.  

 

Please provide Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B with information regarding the District 

Department of Transportation’s installation protocol, including the timing for striping, signage, 

and other elements of an installation. Please also provide a cost breakdown of temporary traffic 

calming tools, including cost per item (e.g., flex post, pedestrian crossing sign, etc.), their 

expected durability, and a proposed maintenance plan. The Commission requests a plan and 

timeline for determining standards for hardening short- and mid-term traffic calming projects in 

the District. Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B would be pleased to offer feedback and 

work with the District Department of Transportation on such a plan.  

 

Sidewalk Repairs & Gaps 

 

Commissioners are familiar with the poor condition of neighborhood sidewalks and the extended 

period of time needed for repair (see above regarding service level agreement timelines). 

Deputy Director Kershbaum indicated there may be opportunities with laser imaging, detection, 

and ranging to improve the speed and efficiency of sidewalk repairs. Deputy Director 

Kershbaum also indicated that there is significant need with regard to sidewalk gaps, where the 

Department has the ability to fill 11-15 segments per year out of 2,200 segments needed across 

the District. 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B has expressed the need for addressing sidewalk gaps 

within the Commission’s boundaries in Resolution 4B-21-0701. Part of the challenge is a lack of 

transparency: it is hard to understand the full scope of sidewalk gaps and what is needed to 

https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=+r/EOtdfw7V3+eVwLilO2g==
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address those gaps in a timely fashion. In addition, there is no public information regarding the 

District Department of Transportation’s priority list for sidewalk gaps. The Commission 

appreciates that the Department is considering adding an equity component to its methodology 

for prioritizing sidewalk gaps, but clearly the needs substantially outweigh capacity. 

Please provide details confirming the full scope of sidewalk gaps, as well as the District 

Department of Transportation’s sidewalk gap priority list. Please include information regarding 

which sidewalk gaps are prioritized and why. Please also include the cost needed to address all 

sidewalk gaps. Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B appreciates additional communications 

regarding any plan of action to address sidewalk gaps. 

 

Larger Project Prioritization 

 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B has regularly advocated for funding for projects like the 

proposed reconstruction of Eastern Avenue, NE, from Whitter Street, NW, to New Hampshire 

Avenue, NE, that has already been fully designed. As explained by Deputy Director Kershbaum, 

the delay is capital budget funding. The Commission has been frustrated by delays, and 

residents do not understand the need for a delay when a project has already been designed.  

 

While the Commission understands that budgeting is a collaborative process between the 

Executive and the DC Council, it would be helpful to more fully understand why some projects 

end up fully designed but not built for a decade or longer and the Department does not advance 

the project in its budget priorities. 

 

Please provide the full list of reconstruction projects that are currently pending without funding, 

as well as information that determines prioritization of projects on the District Department of 

Transportation’s budget submission.  

 

Bus Shelters 

 

Commissioners in Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B have worked to install bus shelters 

within the Commission area but have learned that bus shelters are provided via a franchise 

agreement. In one specific instance, a bus shelter was approved, but has not been installed 

because of an outdated “Bus Shelter Franchise Agreement” that does not meet needs. The 

Commission does not understand the interest in providing bus shelters via franchise agreement, 

particularly when the agreement is not meeting current needs. 

 

Please provide the “Bus Shelter Franchise Agreement” and information regarding the number of 

shelter installations required and the mechanism for achieving that number and determining 

where installations will take place. Please provide details regarding the interest in and need for 

a franchise agreement for bus shelters. Please also provide information regarding the 

Department’s assessments for where bus shelters are needed throughout DC and within 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B. 

 

https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=UtD1rOuoP22Whc1vQSDb5A==
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Commercial Vehicles on Residential Streets 

 

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B has worked for years to address commercial vehicles 

on residential streets and demands greater responsiveness and action, particularly as to illegally 

parked commercial vehicles within the Commission area (e.g., 6500 block of Piney Branch 

Road, NW). The Commission approved a Follow-Up Letter of Inquiry Regarding Commercial 

Vehicles on Residential Roads at its April 2021 meeting. The Letter noted “there is no 

meaningful way for Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B or residents to report and seek 

enforcement for commercial vehicles on residential roads and there are no mechanisms in place 

to slow or discourage commercial vehicle cut-through traffic” and asked for details regarding 

steps to prevent prohibited commercial vehicle traffic. 

The lack of systemic enforcement by the Department and the small size of the Motor Carrier 

Unit at the Metropolitan Police Department suggest a deprioritization of commercial vehicle 

enforcement by the District government, when large commercial vehicles are disproportionate 

contributors to road fatalities and serious injuries, wear and tear on local roads, and 

environmental pollution in neighborhoods.  

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 4B requests that the District Department of Transportation 

engage in good faith in limiting illegal commercial vehicle parking and prohibited commercial 

vehicle traffic. Please provide details on the installation of no commercial vehicle parking signs, 

where applicable throughout the Commission area. Please also provide a summary of the 

Department’s efforts with the Metropolitan Police Department to enforce commercial vehicle 

restrictions and a record of the citations given for commercial vehicles on residential roads 

across the District. 

The Commission encourages the District Department of Transportation to continue to engage 

openly and collaboratively with the Commission, including participation in the Commission’s 

meetings when requested. Please provide the Department’s response to this letter within 60 

days and post the response to the ANC Resolution Portal. We continue to welcome Director Lott 

to future meetings at his convenience.  

 

The Commission also voted with _ Yeas, _ Nays, and _ Abstentions to appoint the 

Commissioners for Single Member District 4B02, Erin Palmer; Single Member District 4B08, 

Alison Brooks; Single Member District 4B01, Evan Yeats; or any member of the Executive 

Committee in their absence, to be authorized to communicate this letter and represent Advisory 

Neighborhood Commission 4B in communication with your agency regarding this matter. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Erin Palmer, ANC 4B02 Commissioner 

Alison Brooks, ANC 4B08 Commissioner 

Evan Yeats, ANC 4B01 Commissioner 

 

cc:  Sharon Kershbaum, Deputy Director, District Department of Transportation 

https://resolutions.anc.dc.gov/ViewResolution.aspx?Id=z6fjidX2QKX97qACaHDsJg==
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Christian Piñeiro, Community Engagement Specialist, Wards 3 & 4, District Department 

of Transportation 

Kelly Jeong-Olson, Community Engagement Manager, District Department of 

Transportation 

 

Councilmember Mary Cheh, Chair, Committee on Transportation and the Environment  

Michael Porcello, Legislative and Committee Director, Committee on Transportation and 

the Environment 

Andrew Grinberg, Legislative Assistant, Committee on Transportation and the 

Environment 

 

Councilmember Janeese Lewis George (Ward 4) 


